Subaru automatic transmission interchange chart

Subaru motor vehicles have used manual , conventional automatic , and continuously variable
CVT transmissions. Subaru manufactures its own manual and CVT transmissions for non- Kei
cars. Since the s, all Subaru conventional automatic transmissions have been Jatco designs
adapted to Subaru specifications. All of Subaru's three speed automatic transmissions were
made by Jatco. Subaru built their own four-speed automatic transmission based on the old
Jatco design. It was available in FWD and Full-time awd. Active Torque Split drives the front
wheels directly and the rear wheels through a hydraulic clutch. The control unit monitors
several factors including vehicle speed, gear position, and wheel speed and then varies the
application of the clutch based on a model stored in memory. The effect is a constantly and
actively changing torque to the rear wheels anywhere from a few percent to fully locked. The
control unit can and does alter torque several times per second. Vehicles with higher power
engines use a more aggressive model resulting in generally higher rear engagement. Later
attempts at reducing customer confusion resulted in torque split numbers being given, but
these have no meaning as there is no mechanical or other device to provide a static starting
point for the control unit. This system is the more commonly used setup used on most Subaru
products after its introduction on the XT6. VTD adds a twin planetary center differential to the
clutch and therefore has a static, starting torque split calculated on the planetary gear ratio,
with the most common being The active clutch operation is similar to the ACT system, although
the clutch is used to suppress differential action instead of as the differential itself. The
bellhousing and input shaft were changed for the Subaru EJ engine , the first generation was
used until about , when a major redesign of the holding devices was released. The second
generation saw use until Subaru developed a CVT for the Subaru Justy to gain reasonable
acceleration and fuel economy from its small three cylinder engine. It employs a push-belt
system and comes with an optional 4WD unit that engages the rear wheels when a button on the
shifter is depressed. It also has a 'sport mode' that when activated nearly doubles engine RPM
for better torque distribution when towing or going uphill. In addition to improving the design of
the transmission over the years, Subaru has supplied other companies with CVTs, as well. It is a
metal chain, pulley-based CVT, which is considered the most reliable, due to the simplicity of
the pulley system and durability of the metal chain. In addition, the metal chain pulley system is
generally quieter than other CVT designs. In the US, the Lineartronic is available with the 2. In
SE Asia this transmission is also available for the 2. Subaru claims that the transmission
provides "uninterrupted power that maximizes fuel efficiency while keeping the engine at the
optimal rev range". Lineartronic uses a specially modified torque converter to connect the
engine to the transmission. It can slip like a traditional torque converter, but remains locked
under all conditions except when coasting or traveling at very low speed. The persistent lockup
condition under acceleration provides the efficiency and control of a clutch while still behaving
much like a traditional planetary automatic transmission. The transmission can also be
manually controlled by the driver by providing the ability to select 6 or 7 if paired with a Diesel
engine [2] or 8 different "virtual" gears, where the transmission will hold a particular ratio. This
was the only five-speed 4WD transmission made for the Subaru Leone. In EU Leone turbo
wagon. The Justy used a transaxle, rather than a conventional Subaru transmission. This
transmission was dropped in when you could only get a 4WD unit. After its introduction in , the
Justy was also available with 4WD and thus a different gearbox. The gear ratios for this gearbox
were altered slightly. It is notable to mention that only Turbo vehicles received a hydraulic
clutch until Also, in Subaru changed from a push-style clutch to a pull-style, on turbo models,
requiring minor bellhousing and fork changes. Also matches Legacy 30th Anniversary [3] [4]. In
, The STi's 6MT underwent some changes that included making the center differential a limited
slip unit and a slight lengthening of some gears. The Spec. B's 6MT has different gear ratios
specifically 6th gear being longer than the STi's unit, does not have DCCD, and neither the front
nor center differentials are limited slip units. The Legacy and Outback models offer a six-speed
manual as one of the two transmission options in the base 2. The transmission uses a cable
shifter, unlike previous designs that use a direct mechanical linkage. Legacy 2. Reverse is
located to the right of 6th gear, and is accessed by lifting a lockout ring below the shift knob,
similar to the STi 6MT. Gear Ratios are: 1st: 3. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Wikipedia
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What model and year automatic transmissions can I use for a replacement for my 97 outback
legacy. Do you. These should be compatible, I can't find a reference for the trans, so ask your
dealer for a trans code I. D and just make sure that what ever you get is the same. Mark

mhpautos Image Click to enlarge. Was this answer. I am sceptical about this answer since I
THINK that at least some of the 98 subaru legacys and foresters switched over to the phase 2
transmission which I understand are not compatible with phase 1's. I have also seen
discussions in other forums that indicate that 94 through 97 legacies may be interchangable
regardless of the engine 2. That would certainly open up may options. Also there is no mention
about whether all engines are compatible with the same transmissons. I notice that the expert is
from Australia - are the same models and transmission combinations used in the US and
Australia? This information was taken from the Mitchell 1 data base which is a US system, this
is the only models that they mention, you may be able to get more info from local dealers, as
models may differ from country to country. Mark mhpautos Was this answer. Please login or
register to post a reply. Related Transmission Interchange Content. Appreciate Any Advice.
Thank You. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! I need to replace the automatic
transmission on my Legacy Outback Wagon. Can anyone tell me the years that will
interchange? Is that a phase II? Does that have the external spin on filter on the side of the AT
case? Of course you probably already know you must make sure you get an AT with the same
drive ratio as your rear diff, or get the rear diff from the donor car as well. Outback Gear Ratios
EndWrench. When performing repairs on automatic or manual transmission Outback vehicles,
be certain to check appropriate. Service materials to determine whether or not the vehicle you
are working on has a different final drive ratio than a non-Outback version of the same vehicle.
If a different ratio is indicated, be certain to obtain the correct matching parts while performing
your repairs. Awhile ago when I was trying to figure out exactly which transmission came with
what gear ratios I found a great chart that listed all the part numbers and ratios and center diff
types for manual transmissions. I'm sure the same thing exists for automatics but I can't find it.
Anyway, the other issue that could be a problem between transmissions of the same 'phase' is
the speed sensor. As far as I can tell the plugs and pinouts will be the same but I've heard there
are mechanical and electronic speed sensors. But now i must kill you since I gave away one of
my secrets. Ah come on nip, don't you have like one of those Men in Black lights or something,
go easy on me bud? Just a bump on the info some swap guides may show '04 and '03 as
swappable, which for at least outbacks is not the case unless you swap over the transfer duty
solenoid, the awd valve, and the valve plate under the AWD valve 4 bolts total, but inside the tail
housing. You need to be a member in order to leave a comment. Sign up for a new account in
our community. It's easy! Already have an account? Sign in here. Recommended Posts. Posted
June 1, Share this post Link to post Share on other sites. Outback Gear Ratios EndWrench
When performing repairs on automatic or manual transmission Outback vehicles, be certain to
check appropriate. Posted July 16, How did you come across a 2 year old thread nip? I googled
"subaru 4eat gear ratios" and that was on the second page of search results. Posted July 17,
Posted February 24, Posted December 13, Create an account or sign in to comment You need to
be a member in order to leave a comment Create an account Sign up for a new account in our
community. Register a new account. Sign in Already have an account? Sign In Now. Sign In
Sign Up. Ra Capacity Chart Subaru. And I appreciate all the help guys..! I was hoping the 99
would work as I could get the whole car for a little more than just a trans. I'd like to avoid the
early phase II transmissions like the one it has so I can avoid the delayed forward engagement
issues and everything else mine does that it shouldn't. Follow by Email. Subaru BRZ 2d Auto
Trans X for the delayed engagment - then what else does it need? For a better experience,
please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. All the phase II had identical
connectors. Subaru Automatic Transmission Swap Chart. What about putting a trans from a 98
outback into a 99 forester they both look identical..??? In addition to being smoother and
quieter, it is designed to help maximize fuel economy while providing performance. Hey just
saw this thread I have a subaru outback with a bad transmission, currently have the option to
buy a wrecked 01 forester with a good drivetrain. Hey just saw this thread I have a subaru
outback with a bad transmissionâ€¦ It monitors the engine and transmission performance
conditions, the drivers demands and the vehicle speed. I have gotten a few quotes on used
transmissions. JavaScript is disabled. The 2. At least I've never run in to any that had different
harnesses. My question is that 4eat out of the f
crank trigger ignition system
2000 jeep cherokee fuel filter
1988 ford f150 wiring diagram
orester cross compatible with the outback? I have the numbers from both of that helps..??? I
need to look locally also and hope for one a little cheaper. We wish we could offer a product to
make this simple but because of the many changes in Subaru â€¦. I've never tried to run one of
those transmissions in a 99 Outback but I would try it if I had one that needed a trans. This is

the next generation of Subaru automatic transmission. The Outback shows 4. I know my
transmission is on it's way out so I've started to research used transmissions for it.
Transmission â€¦ Maybe just fix yours? Enter your keyword Search. You are here: Home
Uncategorized subaru automatic transmission swap chart. VerticalScope Inc. We wish we could
offer a product to make this simple but because of the many changes in Subaru â€¦ I've never
tried to run one of those transmissions in a 99 Outback but I would try it if I had one that needed
a trans. Previous Post. Sep 9, WAG Uncategorized. Dec 13, WAG Uncategorized.

